CALL FOR PAPERS & POSTERS

Dear Friends,

We are happy to invite you all for the India International Social Work Conference 2024, jointly organised by INPSWA and Department of Social Work, Loyola College, Chennai.

This conference will provide opportunity for policy makers, social work practitioners, educators, researchers and students to share their ideas, innovations, best practices, learning, field actions, research work through their papers and posters. There are also limited opportunity for self-sponsored workshops on sub theme/topic relevant to the main theme. Those interested may send their proposals to the organisers.

You are requested to submit your abstracts as per the guidelines. Kindly read the guidelines carefully before proceeding to the online submission form:

THEME: Panorama of Social Work: Innovation and Inclusiveness in Social Development

SUB THEMES:

- Social Work profession- What has been accomplished and what is to be accomplished
- Paradigm shifts in Social Work since 2000
- Innovations in curriculum, pedagogy and fieldwork training
- Social Work research and its influence on Human Development
- The development narratives from Community Development, Millennium Development Goals to Sustainable Development Goals – a critical assessment
- New players and innovations in development. The emerging space for Corporate and CSR actions
- Technological advancement and its impact on Social Work
- Industrial Social Work: the changing scenario in employees engagements and organizational growth
- Panorama of Social Work profession in different countries. An insight into socioeconomic cultural and political compulsions and necessities
- Innovative approaches in addressing public health and emergencies.
- Mapping of Social Work professionals in the national employments. A comprehensive assessment and way forward
- Climate change, disaster mitigation and role of Social Work education and practice
GUIDELINES FOR PAPER SUBMISSION:
- The abstract should be not more than 250 words.
- The papers should not be more than 2000 words
- The paper need to be original work following the APA format.

GUIDELINES FOR POSTERS:
- Poster displays will be limited to one side of 4 feet by 8 feet tack board.
- The recommended poster size is 3 feet by 6.5 feet (36 inches by 78 inches).
- The poster board number assigned to the poster must be placed in the upper left-hand corner of the display.
- A poster board number cut-out will be provided and must be visible at all times.
- Be sure to include the abstract title, author and coauthor names, and the institution(s) where research is underway.
- Place your e-mail address, phone, and fax numbers in the upper right-hand corner of the poster board.

IMPORTANT DATES:
- Abstract submission opens from - 16th October 2023
- Last date for abstract submission - 15th November 2023
- Notification of abstract acceptance - 30th November 2023
- Last date for final paper submission - 15th December 2023
- Last date for poster submission - 30th January 2024

Note:
- All abstracts must be uploaded directly on the website using abstract registration form and not to be sent by email.
- However, full papers shall be sent to email id: presentations@inpswa.org
- Both authors and co-authors have to register as delegates to obtain slot for presentations and to get certificates.

Scientific & Program Committee
Chairperson: Dr. Mary Angelin, Principal, Nazareth College, Chennai
Co-Chair: Dr. Vasudeva Sharma N V, Executive Director & Trustee, Child Rights Trust, Bengaluru
Convenor: Dr. V Francis Adaikalam, Assist Professor, Loyola College, Chennai

For all your queries please write to:
Dr. V. Francis Adaikalam, Email: sw60@loyolacollege.edu
Log on to: https://www.inpswa.org/swc2024/

Secretariat: Department of Social Work, Loyola College, Chennai, India - 600034
Email: info@inpswa.org, presentations@inpswa.org | Website: inpswa.org/swc2024